Energy Saving Trust has a long history of
understanding how consumers interact
with energy efficiency in the home.
This piece of research investigates the
juxtaposition between how businesses
approach energy saving messaging
and how consumers interact with it.
The research, conducted by Accent,
is based on extensive interviews with
188 businesses from a variety of
sectors including energy retail, water
retail, general retail, manufacturers of
white and brown goods, heating and
renewable providers and house builders.
The consumer research, conducted
by Ipsos Mori, used a representative
sample of 2,225 UK based respondents.

Are businesses seeing energy
saving messaging as a useful way
of communicating with consumers?
Are consumers receiving this
information and acting in the way
businesses intend? Is there a gap?
This research explores these questions
and more to provide a powerful insight
into this very topical subject.

About the Energy Saving Trust
Energy Saving Trust is a world-leading
centre for advice and research, that helps
people save energy, every day.
The way people use energy is constantly
changing. Consumer attitudes, government
policy, business strategies and evolving
technologies all have an effect, but real
understanding is in short supply. Building on
20 years of in-depth research and expertise,
we provide insight, advice and practical
tools to help organisations deliver the
outcomes they need.
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Communicating energy
saving messages
Understanding the gap
between what businesses say
and what consumers think

Business perspective

Climate change and
sustainability

Communicating
sustainability

Messaging

78%

Only half of businesses are taking
steps to mitigate the risks of rising
energy costs, blackouts and longer
term impacts of climate change, but
only 15% of those who are providing
sustainability messaging consider
there to be greater public awareness
of sustainability than 5 years ago.

50%
70%

70% of consumers think
that businesses should
be doing more to
reduce their impact
on climate change.

Our Comment
Consumers are increasingly taking
note of businesses’ commitment to
sustainable operations, in addition
to messaging about specific
products and services.

Communication
channels

52%
41%

52% of businesses
use sustainability
messages as part
of their marketing
activities.

41% of consumers are
more likely to buy white
goods, followed closely
by consumer electronics,
light bulbs and heating
products, if they provide
information/advice on
how to use less energy.
Our Comment
Nearly half of businesses are not
engaged in energy messaging despite
consumers suggesting it increases
their propensity to purchase.

44%

Trust

78% of businesses that use
sustainability and/or energy
messaging base these around
specific products with 63%
saying saving money is the
most common theme.

44% of consumers leant towards
preferring to hear about specific
product related messages, rather
than 26% who leant towards general
behaviour messages around lessening
the impact on the environment, with
40% most attracted to buying energy
efficient products if they saved them
money on bills.
Our Comment
Consumers tend to prefer energy saving
and sustainability messaging when they
are about a specific product and when the
messages refer to saving money.

Independent endorsement

89%
66%

66% of businesses use
online channels to send
out sustainability and
energy saving messages.

56% of consumers could not
remember seeing, hearing
or reading energy saving
information or messages from
any of the businesses.

56%
49%

49% of respondents who
could recall seeing, hearing or
reading energy saving advice in
the last 3 months said it was in
a TV advert, with 38% saying
when on a website/while online
and 35% saying direct mail.

Our Comment
The majority of consumers could not recall
energy saving messaging. Businesses that
are using it are prioritising online channels
when consumers are still recalling offline
channels including TV and direct mail.

Consumer perspective

76%

89% perceive their
business to be trusted
by their customers
when communicating
sustainability or energy
saving messages.

76% of consumers would trust
white goods manufacturers,
73% consumer electronics and
76% lighting companies to give
accurate information on using
less energy in the home.
Energy companies (65%)
and property development
businesses (55%) were the least
trusted to provide this advice.
Our Comment
Businesses are more optimistic
about the extent of trust in
their communications with a
significant variance depending
on the type of business.

23%
60to%
70%

Only 23% of businesses
that sell energy saving
consumer products
get their products
independently verified.

Depending on the product,
consumers were 60-70%
much more likely to buy white
goods and televisions if they
had a logo, kite mark, name
or endorsement relating to
energy saving from an
independent organisation.
Our Comment
Independent endorsement is valued
by consumers much more highly
than by the relevant businesses.

